WORK RESPONSIBILITIES

- Design lesson plans to teach English to intermediate students (aged 16-28)
- Help Uzin (the head monk) with his English lessons
- Our daily schedule
  - 8:00 – 9:00 : Assist in Uzin’s lesson
  - 9:00 – 11:00 : Teach lessons to larger group of students
  - 13:00 – 15:00 : Teach smaller group of students (lessons or projects)
- Help with additional tasks if necessary
WORK AT THE MONASTERY

The classroom
WORK AT THE MONASTERY

Helping students with writing assignments in class

Helping Uzin with an announcement
GREAT TEACHING EXPERIENCE

- An awesome internship for those considering working in education
- Working together with another Princeton student
- Great experience designing curriculum independently and tailoring lessons to various needs
- Opportunity for creativity, sharing cultures, and leadership
UNIQUE CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

Meeting wonderful people
UNIQUE CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

Traditions, Religion
UNIQUE CULTURAL EXPERIENCE

Food, Climate
• Our students will use English in their professional lives, and the opportunity to learn from native speakers is invaluable.

• We helped our students improve communication as well as confidence; some will become English teachers themselves.

• Uzin can implement some of our teaching methods in his own future lessons.